A Story of Fish and Whales
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When a problem arises in the ecosystem and decisions

There are two common methods to distribute
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But these two methods have their shortcomings if used
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Introducing Sögur’s Democonomy* Voting:
Striking a Viable Balance
How does it work?
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* Democracy + Economy
*The Gini index is a common measure of inequality when it is used to measure
the dispersion of income. We use it to measure the dispersion of holdings.

Now, imagine that a

very big whale

takes an interest in our
ecosystem and wants to
control it for his own purposes.
They decide to buy two billion
tokens, immediately doubling
the size of the economy.

Will the super-whale gain control over the ecosystem?
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Sögur’s Balance in Action

The super-whale buys control of

is virtually zero although it is
highly invested in the economy.
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A Real World Scenario
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The wealthiest 20%
control the ecosystem,
discouraging small holders from
joining the economy.
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The top 20% have no control over the system but their higher
represented.

Sögur’s
economy, where both people and money count.
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